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I’m getting ready to run a modified version of 4th edition Gamma World. I’ve been 

working on a sector generator for the world, and found I needed to create a list of 

Cryptic Alliances, but I didn’t like any of the existing lists. The original list of Cryptic 

Alliances was heavily slanted toward PSH, so I’ve added more for the other species. 

There were also a lot of additional Cryptic Alliances that were developed later. I found 

those cumbersome. The original design of the Alliances was fairly elegant, and so I’ve 

reduced the number of Alliances to allow more settlements to share outlooks. I also am 

assuming that within those Alliances, there are various sects. For example, The Knights 

of Genetic Purity believes that humans should be first and that mutants should be at least 

second-class citizens, if not slaves or killed outright. Some of the Alliances that I 

removed I instead treat as sects within the Knights, such as the Breeders, Sisterhood, 

Klanzmen, Crimson Moon, Nazis, and others. The same goes for the other Alliances. 

 

I used a 2x2 matrix to organize the Alliances. One axis was Individualistic vs. Group-

centered. The other was Tolerant of Outsiders vs. Intolerant of Outsiders. That gave me 

four classifications in which to fit the Alliances:  Reclusive, Tribal, Artistes, and 

Cosmopolitan. 

 

Some of the Cryptic Alliances changed over time. For example, the Archivists went 

from being reclusive librarians in 1st edition to being robot destroyers in 4th edition. I 

started playing GW in the 1970s, so I have backdated Alliances to reflect the 1st edition as much as possible. 

 

As I’ve redefined the Cryptic Alliances, I’ve discovered that most of the Cryptic Alliances (and hence, most generated settlements) are what I call 

Tribal. It is the nature of the era. It is not a time to trust outsiders, so few settlements are Artistes or Cosmopolitan.  

  



Instead of assuming that all members of an Alliance are equally rabid, I’ve instituted a 1d10 roll for Hostility when each settlement is being 

originally generated. The table below gives the results for each Alignment based on that 1d10 roll. 

 

Alignment Examples 

At their best 

1-2 

Normally 

3-8 

At their worst 

9-10 

Reclusive 

(individualistic, 

outwardly 

intolerant) 

 

Survivalists (PSH), Silent Earth (MP), Body 

Electric (PSH, MH, Synth) 

Quiet, 

unassuming 

Brusque, 

unknowingly 

discourteous 

Unstable & 

uncommunicative 

Tribal (group-

centered, 

outwardly 

intolerant) 

Archivists (MH, MA), Knights of Genetic 

Purity (PSH), Frozen Chosen (PSH), 

Radioactivists (MH), Zoopremists (MA), 

Sierra Club (MP, MA, MH), The Created 

(Synth), Iron Society (MH, MA, MP), 

Followers of the Voice (PSH, MH, Synth), 

Seekers (PSH, MH), Friends of Entropy (All 

but Synth)  

Stable, united, 

effective 

Clannish 

boors 

Violently 

intolerant 

Artistes 

(individualistic, 

outwardly 

tolerant) 

 

Mechanics (All), Healers (All) Creative 

artisans 

Poorly 

organized 

wastrels 

Anarchists 

Cosmopolitan 

(group-

centered, 

outwardly 

tolerant) 

Restorationists (PSH, MH, Synth), 

Brotherhood of Thought (All but Synth), 

Trippers (All but Synths), Ranks of the Fit 

(All) 

Tolerant, 

Collaborative 

workers 

Clannish 

creatives 

Violently 

intolerant 

 

There are two tables of modifiers for these rolls. The first is used when determining attitudes between two settlements. That is on the next page.  



 
 

Based on these modifiers, the settlements with the least enemies are those run by the Healers and the Mechanics. Those with the most enemies are 

those run by the Friends of Entropy, the Silent Earth, the Zoopremists, Survivalists, Seekers, and the Created, in that order. The Friends of Entropy 

are so disliked that I expect that various settlements (even ones that disagree with each other) will quite often team up to destroy the Friends. 

Certainly we can expect the players to often be hired to harry or destroy the Friends of Entropy. 

 

  



The other table is for determining the hostility of a settlement against visitors, based on their species. 

 

 

 
  

Based on these modifiers, the Alliances that are the most friendly to all species are the Healers and the Brotherhood of Thought. The ones that are 

most hostile are the Friends of Entropy and the Survivalists, followed by the Silent Earth and the Zoopremists.  The species with the most enemies 

are Mutated Humanoids, followed by Pure Strain Humans, Mutated Animals, Mutated Plants, and Synths. That is also the order of the species with 

the most settlements, as produced by the sector generator I’m creating.  



Full Listing of All Cryptic Alliances 
 

Archivists (MH, MA -- Tribal): Small mutants who gather technology in their caverns and worship it. They both fear and adore the tech, which 

they are willing to purchase (or steal) from anyone. They honor Synths and AIs but do not serve them. If a Synth is broken, they will set him up as an 

idol in their caverns. Archivists often ally with Radioactivists.  

 

Body Electric (PSH, MH, Synth -- Reclusive): Body Electric members believe that machines are the future and that organics are inferior and 

outdated. Body Electrics are obsessed with attaining mechanized perfection, and willingly sell any body parts they can to raise money to obtain 

cybernetic replacements (as long as those are available). The alliance is led by Synths and Cyborgs. They anticipate living forever and travelling to 

the stars with the other machines when the planet is long dead.  

 

Brotherhood of Thought (All but Synth -- Cosmopolitan): A joining of the minds. They work to unify all intelligent creatures in a world of 

enlightened coexistence and freedom of choice. They were founded by a biochemist who survived the apocalypse. They often live in tiny villages, 

keeping to themselves, or they may live alone, communicating telepathically with others at a distance. When recruiting, they travel in threes, usually 

a MH, a MA, and a PSH. MP are welcome, but less mobile. They use a secret sign to contact each other. This sign is a tracing of the infinity symbol 

across the forehead as though casually brushing hair. 

 

Followers of the Voice (PSH, MH, Synth -- Tribal): Servants of the AIs that survived the apocalypse. Some are descended from pre-event 

programmers. Different AIs have different strategies. Human followers are only as wicked as their god and he absolves them. Many travel the land 

seeking AIs to reactivate or bring into the fold or quest for parts. Colossus, Guardian or just "the Computer" (there is only true one!) are some of the 

more powerful AIs ruling multiple complexes of humans.  

 

Friends of Entropy (All but Synth -- Tribal): Nomads who destroy everything for fun, especially the machines that brought on the apocalypse. 

Synths are tortured for a very long time. They believe that the end times are upon us, so one should revel in them and help them along. Slavery, 

murder, and destruction is their goal. The only machines they keep are weapons, armor, and sometimes vehicles they can drive over things with.   

 

Frozen Chosen (PSH -- Tribal): Vault dwellers who hide in well-protected bunkers and who usually have a lot of tech. They may enslave a local 

area but they will only rarely leave their Vault. 

 

Healers (All -- Artistes): Healers wander the world healing all they can, usually for free. Many groups will not harm a Healer, so they are able to 

travel where others might not. They believe in love and its power to heal the apocalypse. They live like monks – some running hospitals others 

wandering and helping.  

 

Iron Society (MH, MA, MP -- Tribal): They believe in strength through mutations. Non-mutants are inferior and should be enslaved or 

exterminated, as should hopeless mutants. Every day the Iron Society works to become stronger.  

 



Knights of Genetic Purity (PSH -- Tribal):  The Knights want to eliminate all Mutated Humanoids and keep the human race pure. Mutations in 

plants and animals are acceptable, mutations in humans are not. Knights often use ancient energy weapons. They wear a large red square as their 

symbol. Mutated animals are often enslaved to aid the Knights in their quest. Subgroups of the Knights include the Breeders and the Sisterhood.  

 

Mechanics (All -- Artistes): They remember the old ways and repair and maintain technology. They may travel as tinkers, or run large workshops 

where broken items can be brought to be repaired. Their communities are always well-protected and well-supplied.  

 

Radioactivists (MH -- Tribal): They worship the Divine Glow of the Atom and are found near radioactive spots. They welcome mutations as 

Atom’s gift, but will use chems as necessary to stay alive. PSH will be radiated to bring them to the Glow and salvation. Mutated animals and plants 

are welcome -- they are also blessed. 

 

Ranks of the Fit (All -- Tribal): Led by an enormous mutated bear, they work to bring the Code Napoleon to the world. All leaders are Mutated 

Animals, but all can serve the Empire. Most soldiers have crossbows or spears, and they march under a tricolor banner with gammadion 

superimposed.   

 

Restorationists (PSH, MH, Synth -- Cosmopolitan):  Restorationists seek to rebuild the past as it was, a utopia where people enjoyed godlike 

power. They are human-centric, but are friendly to Mutated Animal and Mutated Plant allies. They seek tech, study it, and use it to benefit everyone. 

The Restorationists include Morrow Project personnel (cryonic pre-Apocalypse warriors who issue from boltholes), who have a parallel agenda. 

 

Seekers (PSH, MH -- Tribal):  They work to preserve the pre-industrial way of life, farming and living close to the land. They despise technology 

and will avoid its use as much as possible. They will hide ancient ruins and destroy tech to avoid a restoration which will bring on a new apocalypse. 

Seekers look human -- Mutated Humanoids with visible mutations will shunned. Mutated animals and plants are tolerated but are not part of their 

community. 

 

Sierra Club (All -- Tribal): Led by mutated plants, they live as Nature intended, without technology. Many of their members are Mutated 

Humanoids, but PSH find survival difficult without tech.   

 

Silent Earth (MP -- Reclusive): Mutated Plants that want to make the planet safe for plant life, and to remove the destructive and strident animal life 

infesting it. To that end, they work to eliminate PSH, MA, and MHs from the world, to make plants the only sentient form on the planet. Silent 

Earthers understand that nonsentient life is necessary to continued plant life. 

 

Survivalists (PSH -- Reclusive): Living alone or in small groups, Survivalists do just that -- survive. They will drive away or kill any intruders and 

may hoard tech. They hate and fear MH, MA, MP, and Synths. 

 

The Created (Synth -- Tribal): Machines for machines. Led by AIs, with robots and Synths as the soldiers. They work to aid machines, even 

misguided ones whom PSH, MH, & MA have tampered with and enslaved. Machines are helped; their living masters removed. 

 

Trippers (All but Synths -- Cosmopolitan): Better living through medication. They believe in taking it easy and enjoying life with the help of the 

drugs and food provided by Nature. The majority are friendly potheads, willing to share food and water with visitors. Some use the  harder stuff. 



Some hard trippers are leaders, but most are the assassin-warriors that protect the Trippers. Trippers are often found near underground caverns where 

they raise fungus for food.  

 

Zoopremists (MA -- Tribal): Mutated animal terrorists who believe that Mutated Animals should rule, that PSH and MH should be enslaved, and 

that Synths should be destroyed. They would allow MP to survive. There are few Zoopremists, and they are found as extremists in the Iron Society 

and sometimes in the Ranks of the Fit. Hoops are Zoopremists. 

 

 


